Thanks for purchasing our products. Please read the instruction manual before use it.
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1. **Attention ①** .... (page 1)
   Please read all of the follow attentions. The factory and agents are not liable for any responsibility if the consumers do not observe the follows. This massager is not intend for use by children and disabled with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

   <**Cautions**>
   If don’t keep attention, may causes casualty losses .
   -DC power adapter (12.6, 1.5A) connector to the AC220V,60Hz supply voltage.
   -Only use Mento’s standard adapter, if not, it may causes casualty losses
   -Do not use the massager if any electrical connection(cord, plug) is broken.
   -Do not touch the massager or plug with wet hands
   -Do not separate or break up the plug
   -Do not connect any plug in one outlet at the same time
   -Do not change or extend the cord or plug (This can cause a fire)
   -Do not use the massager in a wet or thunder condition(This can cause fault or short)
   -Do not give the product a severe impact
   -Pay attention to the following when use the massager
     *Keep the product away from flue gas mouth and electronics( pressure cooker, heating machine)or inflammable products(heater, induction cooker)
     *Do not give the produce a impact or damage the massager
     *Do not put the product in high pressure
     -Do not use the produce in heating mat or floor( This can cause fault, fire, burst.)
     -Keep the product away from electronics( pressure cooker, heating machine)or inflammable products(heater, induction cooker) (This can cause battery to liquid and cause fire)
     -Do put the product into mouth or stab body( Dangerous for body)

1. **Attention ②** .... (page 2)
   - Do not break the product
     - Do not put it in extremely high/low temperatures
     - This can cause product break or battery fault
     - Do not touch any metal objects. this can cause charge fault
     - Do not use broken battery or charge
   - Do not use the machine in dirty places to avoid product damage
Do not allow children or pets to get close to the produce
- If the product is broken, it can cause fire or burst
- Component can cause people suffocation
- Do not allow children use product

Do not touch when broken or Li-ion battery leaked

The situations to stop using the product>
- Face maker and with medical apparatus (cardiac pacemaker)
- Pregnant women and young children
- Children shall be forbidden to use

# Ask a doctor before use if you have the following situation
- Malignant tumor and heart disease
- Ingredient
  - Pregnant woman and who menstrual period
- Who receive treatment
- Who are accident or ill
- Internal medicine disease
- Abnormal blood circulation
- Mental illness
- Who feel sick

2. Pay attention to when using

Pay attention to when using (page 3)
- Keep away from heater, flue gas mouth and spray, etc.
- Keep the product in 0°C-35°C temperature. Do not keep product in extremely high temperature
  - Do not leave product in the car in summer
  - Avoid direct sunlight for a long time
- Do not use the product in a wet condition
- Do not keep it easy to fall down
- Do not give the product a severe impact
- Don’t smoking when product operating
- Do not place anything heavy on the product
- Clean and wipe the area to massage
- Do not use massage in addition to massage
- Charge time is 3 hours (adapter: 12.6Vdc, 1.5A)
- Charging is completed, unplug the adapter
- Full of electricity can use three hours continuously (But not recommended for continuous use)
  - Please let the machine be rest for 15 minutes after 30 minutes operation.
- Do not use it within an hour after meals to avoid any negative effect
- Any abnormal situation (smell, foreign matter and smoke), stop using and then ask help for after-sales service.
- Do not leave the product where it could fall into water or other liquids
- Do not use product in a hot place as heater matt, etc.
- Do not drag on the floor
- Do not use caustic detergents, benzene to clean the product in order to protect the leather from discoloring and structure from splitting and eroding.

2. Pay attention to when using (page 4)
- Do not tear down or repair this product by yourself. If that unable to enjoy the free warranty
- Before checking, Do not use if it not work more than 1 year or used more than 3 years.
- Check the battery and adapter life
Overcharge, will reduce battery life

Unplug from power cord after charging

Do not use Li-ion battery inside other uses.

Li-ion battery life will reduce if over discharge, Also might be at failure, fire and burst

Do not observe the manual, battery life might reduce, and you can not warranty

The products within the warranty period can enjoy the warranty, But If you used other component, you can not warranty

Over the Battery life, must consult the after-sales service

Stopping using the product if overheating

The body contact with the product:
- The product will heating, attention who allergic to hot,

Warning!

Must read manual first before use it. Do not tear down or repair this product by yourself. If caused a loss, the factory and agents are not liable for any responsibility

3. **Product composition**: ..... (page 5)
   - manual (including warranty card), product and adaptor
     (Photos of product Images here)

4. **Name of machine parts** ..... (page 5)
   - Logo, massage ball, heat ball sticker, pocket, hand holder, DC wire connector
     (Photos of product Images here)

5. **How to use** ..... (page 6)
   1. Connect the adapter (12.6Vdc, 1.5A)
   2. Connect the AC220V socket and plug
   3. Charging for 2.5 hours. (charged complexly, the light appears with green).
   4. After charged all, pull out the plug.
   5. Can be used to different places of all of bodies.
      1) Can use in abdomen, waist, neck and shoulder
      2) Please use the hand holder and pocket have a massage
   6. Press **ON/OFF** button for 2 seconds, then it’s working.
   7. Press **ON/OFF** button for a second: start heating function. Press again, cancel heating function
   8. Working time 15min, By step of 6 and 7, can work again (Please let the machine be rest for 15 minutes after 30 minutes operation so to ensure of longer life of machine)
   9. If the temperature is over-heating than 50 ℃ while using, thermostat automatically stop working.
      And the motor is also stop in the same case..

Warning!!

**Do not touch the machine, adaptor, DC wire, DC connect and plug in wet hand, This can cause electric shock**

6. **Management after use** ..... (page 7)
   1. After charging, please turn-off power and then pull out the adapter, please do pull the plug from the socket and do not pull the wire.
   2. Do not pull the power wire (instead of Plug)
3. Do not put the product under direct sunshine or high temperature place to avoid color fading.
4. Do not leave the product easy to fall
5. Please keep the product surface is clean
6. Keep out of the reach of small children or the people who need help explain. If not, guardian should be accompanied

6-1 How to Clean
1. Clean with surface with a dry cloth or mop.
2. Use special cleaning materials for cover of artificial leather with dry and soft cloth to clean it.
3. Do not use caustic detergents, benzene to clean it

6-2 How to Keep
1. Keep out of the reach of small children or the people who need help explain
2. If long time no use, do not put the machine under direct sunshine or wet, heat-gases environment, This can cause fading or distortion, fire

7. After-sales service…… (page 8)
1. Check the manual repeatedly.
2. Stop using, turn-off power and then pull out the plug and Contact the after-sales service
3. Tell us the model, date of purchase, purchase place, fault details, contact information, etc

8. Product Specifications:
- Name(Model No.): Electronic massager MT-55A
- Brand: Wire Multi-function massager
- Color: Beige
- Product size: 650*630*150(mm)
- N.W: 1.8KG
- Rated Power: 24w Work time: 15min
- Li-ion Battery: 11.1Vdc, 1800mAh
- Charging time: 3hours / Usage time: 3hours
- Material: PU
- Product composition: product, adaptor, manual (including warranty card)
- Date of manufacture:
- Manufacturer:

- Adaptor:
  - Name: Electric DC component
  - Model: SW19-12601500-EK
  - Rated voltage: 100~240V, 50/60HZ, 1.5A
  - Rated Power: 12.6Vdc, 1.5A